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Reversible photo-electrochemical device
for solar hydrogen and power generation

Mahendra Patel,1,3 Alexandre Cattry,1,3 Matthieu Jonin,1 Saurabh Tembhurne,1,2

and Sophia Haussener1,4,*

SUMMARY

A reversible photo-electrochemical device operating under concen-
trated irradiation could offer a stand-alone solution for producing
solar fuel (in photo-driven electrolysis mode) and power (in fuel
cell mode). This strategy would present the advantage of high
mass-specific power density. Herein, we demonstrate such a revers-
ible device in a fully automated and controlled experiment with a
high-flux solar simulator, with concentrated solar irradiation
ranging from 101 to 518 suns (i.e., 101 to 518 kW/m2). In electrolysis
mode, a solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of 18.11% and a current den-
sity of 292 mA/cm2 are achieved at 518 suns with a device mass-spe-
cific power density of 6.76 W/kg. In fuel cell mode, a stable power
density output of 35.7 mW/cm2 at a 50 mA/cm2 load and 48.2%
voltage efficiency is achieved in constant gas configuration. Utilizing
more permeable and hydrophobic gas diffusion layers on the cath-
ode side of the fuel cell improves water removal and leads to an in-
crease in power output by a factor of more than 2.5.

INTRODUCTION

Research on solar energy conversion into dense chemical fuel, such as H2, aims to

maximize efficiency and power density to enable cost-competitive, large-scale imple-

mentation. Technology development targets solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiencies

exceeding 10%, large power output (>100 kW), substantial fuel production rates

(>20 kg/day),1 and low theoretical solar hydrogen production cost (<$2/kg H2).
2,3 A

comparison of experimental demonstrations of different solar fuel processing path-

ways4 suggests that among the interesting candidates are thermally integrated photo-

electrochemical devices operating under concentrated solar irradiation (termed

concentrated integrated photoelectrochemical [CIPEC] devices).5 Such CIPEC device

demonstrations have reported STH efficiencies of 17%–20% and power outputs of

27 W to 2 kW.6,7 CIPEC devices exploit controlled thermal management, minimize

ohmic losses, but require an optical concentrator (allowing for high power density).8

If such a CIPEC device could also be operated in the reverse direction, i.e., in fuel

cell (FC) mode, it could possess unique advantages such as increased flexibility,

compactness, and high specific energy and power density (Figure 1). These advan-

tages are also interesting in the context of space applications, where energy density

can become decisive, and where fuel and also oxygen (for life support), heat, and elec-

tricity are all desired products. Such reversible CIPEC devices can be classified as

bifunctional (in analogy to unitized regenerative FCs [URFCs] powered by discrete

photovoltaic [PV] panels or the electrical grid) and potentially provide economic,

mass, and volume reduction benefits compared to the discrete electrochemical cell

(EC) and FC-EC systems.9 In contrast to dark URFCs, which have long been a subject
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of study10 and design optimization,11 experimental demonstrations of reversible

CIPEC devices do not exist. One major design challenge of the CIPEC is the require-

ment of simultaneous optimization of the photoabsorber (PA) and the reversiblemem-

brane-separated electrocatalyst. But this comes with the potential benefit of simpli-

fying the peripherals (electrical wiring, DC-DC converter, etc.) and mitigating

electrical losses in comparison to a URFC powered by separate PV panels.

One central aspect of achieving an operational reversible CIPEC device is the choice

of catalysts.12 Platinum (Pt) and iridium (Ir) are widely studied and considered state-

of-the-art catalyst choices. While Pt most actively promotes the hydrogen oxidation

reaction (HOR), oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), and hydrogen evolution reaction

(HER),13,14 Ir-based catalysts minimize activation overpotential losses for the oxygen

evolution reaction (OER).15 Thus, a combination of Pt and Ir, such as Pt-Ir mixture,

seems to be an optimal choice for the air/water EC side, where Pt activates the

ORR in FC mode, while Ir catalyzes the OER in electrolysis mode.16–18 Pt is preferred

for the electrolysis side, involving the HER in electrolysis mode and HOR during FC

mode. For a reversible photo-driven electrolysis/FC device, additionally, we require

information on the operational conditions in the photo-driven electrolysis mode,

requiring a priori knowledge of the common operating point (voltage and current)

of the integrated PA and electrolysis components. This information ensures that

the chosen PA has a sufficient open-circuit voltage to sustain water electrolysis.19

Theoperatingpoint corresponds to the intersection of the PAandEC current-voltage

(I-U) curves. The state-of-the-art PAs operating under concentrated light conditions

use triple-junction PAs, as they provide high open-circuit voltage (>2.5 V at 1 kW/m2

irradiation and>3V at 100 kW/m2 irradiation) capable of sustainingwater electrolysis

at high current density (>1 A/cm2). These PAs typically have a small series resistance

with a plateau region in the I-U characteristic of nearly constant current density. Sus-

taining the electrolysis of water in a potential range that is in this plateau results in the

same performance (i.e., operating current density, STH efficiency) for Pt/Pt and Pt/Ir-

Pt catalyst combinations.Whether in such a situation a Pt-Pt membrane electrode as-

sembly (MEA) or a Pt/Ir-Pt MEA offers a more cost-competitive design for a given PA

integrated in a CIPEC reversible device remains unclear. Conducting CIPEC experi-

ments at high irradiation concentration is required to evaluate the operating condi-

tions (i.e., water flow rate, irradiation concentration) at which one catalyst combina-

tion operates in the PA’s I-U plateau region (i.e., total EC overpotentials kept

below the PA maximum power point) or in the falling region (potential above the

PA’smaximumpower point), the latter leading to a dramatic decrease of the device’s

STH efficiency if the irradiation concentration is further increased.

Figure 1. Schematic operation of the reversible CIPEC device

Solar-driven electrolysis mode (left) utilizing water and concentrated sunlight to produce

hydrogen, oxygen, and heat (forward mode), and fuel cell mode (right) utilizing hydrogen and air to

produce power and water (backward mode). P-EC, photo-driven electrolysis.
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Another element crucial to the performance of the reversible CIPEC device is the

coupled mass and charge transport in the device’s components. This transport is

affected by the gas diffusion layer’s (GDL’s) mesostructure (i.e., pore/fiber diameter

and porosity, permeability, or effective conductivity20) and hydrophobicity, the water

content of the ion-conducting membrane, and the geometry of the flow-field plates.

In contrast to a forward CIPEC device, the reversible CIPEC design requires a trade-off

between the electrolysis and the FC-mode operational preferences. The performance

of the CIPEC device is influenced by its EC flow-field plate design (e.g., serpentine or

parallel channels), its channel height, and its channel-to-rib width ratio. In FC mode,

smaller channel heights are essential to generate pressure drops that facilitate gas

transport from the channel to the catalyst layer (CL).21 However, in electrolysis

mode, which operates with liquid water, increasing the channel height is preferred

to reduce pressure drop and therebymitigate the pumping power requirement.More-

over, higher electrical conductivity provided by low-porosity GDLs enables the elec-

trolysis mode to operate more efficiently, minimizing ohmic overpotentials.22

Conversely, efficient FC-mode operation requires permeable (by increasing the

porosity and GDL pore size) and hydrophobic GDLs to ensure the removal of pro-

duced water, which otherwise obstructs reactant gases from reaching the catalyst sur-

face. The use of hydrophobic carbon paper (e.g., Toray paper) as the GDL can

enhance water removal; however, carbon corrosion during the OER prevents the

use of suchGDLs on the electrolysis-mode anode and requires the use of, for example,

non-hydrophobic titanium (Ti)-based GDL. Alternatively, to overcome water accumu-

lation in the CL, a microporous layer (MPL) coated with hydrophobic polytetrafluoro-

ethylene (PTFE) and located between the CL and the GDL is utilized in state-of-the-art

FCs.23 The use of a PTFE-coated MPL has been shown not to be detrimental to the

electrolysis-mode operation24; however, it has not yet been tested in the context of

a reversible CIPEC device.

Here, we demonstrate the reversible operation of an automated stand-alone (i.e.,

peripherals are integrated to enable seamless switching between the electrolysis

and the FC modes without manual intervention) constant gas configuration CIPEC

device. The device operates with concentrated light (101–518 kW/m2) in the

photo-driven electrolysis mode. Two catalysts are investigated: (Pt-Pt) and (Pt-Pt/

IrOx). The performance of the FC mode in terms of power production is experimen-

tally investigated by varying the hydrogen flow rates from 0.25 to 0.85 NL/min. Sta-

ble operating conditions for FC and photo-driven electrolysis modes are defined to

predict CIPEC optimal operation enabling best water removal.25 To overcome the

low power output in the FC mode, we implemented the same water management

strategies in the CIPEC device that are typically applied in URFCs (i.e., evaluating

various GDLs with differing porosity and PTFE coating) and tested them in dark con-

ditions. Such strategies, while existing for URFCs, have not yet been experimentally

shown to work in CIPEC devices. The thereby generated experimental data are valu-

able for the validation of computational modeling of reversible CIPEC devices and

provide an opportunity to explore thermal management strategies that could further

improve the FC-mode operation (i.e., isolating and reusing generated heat in for-

ward mode for increasing the FC operation efficiency).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance characterization of the CPV and the reversible electrochemical

cells

Initially, the performances of the concentrated PV (CPV) module and the electro-

chemical cell (with two different MEAs) were individually characterized. Figure 2A
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shows the I-U characteristics of the triple-junction (GaInP/GaInAs/Ge) CPV module

with an active area of 0.96 cm2 and the electrochemical cell of 25 cm2 with reversible

and FC MEAs operated in the electrolysis mode. The PV performance of the CPV

module (Figure S7 for a 0.96 cm2 CPV area) was measured under the Trisol solar

simulator normalized at 1 kW/m2 (spectrum in Figure S11) and under concentrated

irradiation in the high-flux solar simulator (HFSS). During the measurements, a water

flow rate of 2–3.5 L/min was used to cool the CPV module. Deionized water was re-

cycled and cooled down by the cooling water (bath maintained at 20�C) before be-

ing reinjected into the CIPEC module.

Increasing the irradiation concentration from C = 67 to 518 increases the photon flux

arriving on the CPV cell, resulting in an increase of the short-circuit current density (Isc)

from 0.95 to 7.64 A (14.6 mA at 1 sun) and the open-circuit voltage from 3 to 3.05 V

(2.55 V at 1 sun), giving an operating advantage at high current operation. By

increasing the irradiation concentration, the water temperature (measured with a T4
thermocouple) after the CPV cell increased from 24.6�C (C = 67) to 33.2�C (C =

518) because of the higher water absorption rate of the incoming photons in the

infrared part of the light spectrum and convective heat transfer from the CPV module

to the flowing water. Water absorption in the infrared part of the light spectrum is sig-

nificant, with up to 63% water absorbance at a photon wavelength of 1,416 nm for a

spacing between the quartz glass and the CPVmodule of 0.89mm. Consequently, wa-

ter absorption of the infrared light, while beneficial for heat management of the CPV

module and electrochemical cell, reduces light absorption in the germanium (Ge)

junction, which limits the last junction in terms of the photocurrent density (Note S3

and Figure S15). Therefore, the water channel was designed with a height not larger

than 1 mm to ensure sufficient infrared light transmittance to the Ge junction.

The I-U characteristics of the electrochemical cell with Pt/Pt (referred to as FC MEA)

or Pt/Ir-Pt (reversible MEA) MEAs were measured with a water flow rate of 2 L/min

Figure 2. Individual performance of CPV module and electrochemical cell (in electrolysis and FC modes)

(A) I-U curves of the CPV module and two different MEA electrochemical cells, reversible MEA (with Pt/Pt catalysts, red) and fuel cell MEA (with Pt/Ir-Pt

catalysts, gray). The CPV module’s I-U characteristics were measured at various solar concentrations ranging between C = 1 and 518. The EC’s I-U

characteristics were measured with 20�C deionized water supplied from the cooling water bath. The performance characteristics of the CPV cell,

including the fill factor, are shown in Table S3.

(B) Polarization and power density curves of two different MEA fuel cells, reversible MEA (red) and fuel cell MEA (gray), obtained at the beginning of the

experimental campaign. Both measurements were conducted under the same ambient conditions. The open-circuit voltage for both curves was 1 V. The

air and hydrogen flow rates were 2 and 0.85 NL/min, respectively.
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and a water temperature of 21�C (measured with T4 thermocouple) in dark electrol-

ysis operation. The stoichiometric hydrogen molar flow rate was 0.018138 mmol/s

for I = 3.5 A (i.e., the most significant current drawn from the FC during the experi-

ments), corresponding to 0.02 L/min in FC operation. All reversible operation exper-

iments used an over-stoichiometric hydrogen flow rate (0.85 NL/min). Although the

Pt/Ir-Pt MEA more efficiently reduces activation overpotentials than the Pt/Pt MEA,

with a 110 mV difference at 7.64 A (the highest current achieved in the experiment),

both I-U curves (CPV and EC) intersect in the CPV’s plateau region. The intersection

of the CPV and electrochemical cell I-U characteristics corresponds to the CIPEC de-

vice’s operating point at which hydrogen is produced. Both MEAs are, therefore, ex-

pected to generate the same hydrogen flow rate at the largest experimented CIPEC

solar irradiation (i.e., up to 518 kW/m2). The Pt/Ir-Pt MEA can be more favorably uti-

lized if the operating current is higher, which can be achieved by increasing, for

example, the irradiation concentration even further. The water temperature increase

measured at the outlet of the top water channel (measured with T4) has a beneficial

effect on the MEA’s performance by enhancing the catalytic activity and the mem-

brane ionic conductivity. The effect of temperature on the MEA’s I-U curve was as-

sessed by varying the water bath temperature from 20�C to 50�C with a constant wa-

ter flow rate of 2 L/min (Figure S5). At 10 A (i.e., 0.4 A/cm2 when normalized by the

EC area), the total overpotentials are reduced by 130 mV (from 20�C to 50�C) for
both MEAs, which allows further increasing of the CIPEC operating current (by

increasing the irradiation concentration) without decreasing the STH efficiency.

This behavior occurs because the CPV and EC I-U curves intersect in the CPV’s

plateau region. In addition, water flow rates from 0.25 to 2 L/min at a temperature

T4 = 21�C were used to ensure that the electrolysis mode did not run into a mass-

transfer-limited regime (Figure S6). Similar I-U curves were obtained for the two

MEAs, indicating no mass-transfer limits of at least up to 2.5 V.

The FC mode performance of the electrochemical cell with the Pt/Ir-Pt and Pt/Pt

MEAs was evaluated by recording initial polarization and power density curves,

shown in Figure 2B (Note S4). The voltage was measured by varying the current,

with a 0.1 A increment when I % 0.5 A and a 0.25 A increment when I > 0.5 A. At

each step, the voltage was measured in steady-state conditions. The incremental

current increase, which corresponds to an incremental reactant consumption rate in-

crease, ensures that the CL is supplied with enough gaseous reactants during the

load change. Both MEAs showed similar performance and could operate up to 1.5

A while maintaining a voltage higher than 0.6 V and avoiding produced liquid water

accumulation in the GDL, ensuring safe FC operation and avoiding mass-transfer

limits. However, incremental load increase is time-consuming (5–10 min to reach

steady-state voltage for each applied current) and does not allow addressing appli-

cations requiring instant power demand. In that context, the dynamic response of

the electrochemical cell was evaluated by loading from a low current (0.1 A) directly

to higher currents (0.75, 1, 1.25, and 1.5 A). When the current is increased, the FC

performance is transient initially, with two observable phases (Figure S16). During

the first phase, the current increase leads to a higher oxygen/hydrogen consumption

rate at the CL (Figure S17). The reactant depletion at the CL leads to a sudden

voltage drop. Simultaneously, a reactant concentration gradient develops between

the CL and the gas-flow channel. Consequently, gaseous reactants diffuse from the

gas channel and replenish reactants within the CL. In the second phase, the mem-

brane dehydrates as the current density increases and results in increasing ohmic

overpotentials. As oxygen replenishes the CL, produced water fills the pores and ob-

structs gas transport within the Ti frit. The low permeability of the Ti frit exacerbates

water flooding and therefore mass transport. At the same time, water diffuses from
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the cathode to the anode, rehydrating the membrane and liberating the catalyst

pores. The voltage subsequently increases until the steady-state regime is

achieved.26,27 However, if the current increases from 0.1 A directly to 1.5 A, transient

gas starvation leads to a critical voltage drop and causes long-term degradation

(e.g., corrosion of the anode carbon Pt support in hydrogen-starved conditions28,29).

To avoid such a voltage drop, the current can be first increased to an intermediate

current. Alternatively, the hydrogen flow rate can be increased at a flow rate larger

than 0.25 NL/min to enhance the reactant diffusion rate from the convective channel

to the CL during the load step increase (Figure S18).

Integrating multiple functionalities into a single device leads to design trade-offs.

For operation up to 518 suns, the photo-driven electrolysis mode operates at its

highest efficiency (i.e., in the CPV I-U plateau region), even when a less-efficient

MEA (Pt/Pt vs. Pt/Ir-Pt) is utilized. This confirms that the FC operation is

limiting, and sacrificing a bit on the electrolysis-mode performance is acceptable

as it does not affect the STH efficiency, while in turn it improves the FC mode

performance.

Reversible operation of the CIPEC device

To demonstrate the feasibility and reproducibility of the reversible CIPEC opera-

tion, six automated continuous cycles, alternating between the photo-driven elec-

trolysis (15 and 10 min for the first four and last two cycles, respectively) and the FC

modes (35 min), were conducted with the two different MEAs (Pt/Ir-Pt MEA or Pt/Pt

MEA). During the first 5 min, the photo-driven electrolysis mode is in a transient

regime, resulting from the HFSS’s lamp’s transient behavior when switched on. Af-

ter 10 min in a steady-state regime (5 min for the last two irradiation concentra-

tions), the HFSS’s lamps are switched off, and the FC mode is automatically ac-

tioned through solenoid valves, which stop the water flow and start the air/

hydrogen flow. Before going into the FC mode, a dark electrolysis step (5 min)

is run to ensure the best mass-transfer conditions. The FC mode reaches, in steps

of 0.1 A (for 10 min) and 1 A (for 15 min), a final charge of 1.25 A for 10 min, so that

the FC mode is safely operated by mitigating potential damage during load

change. At the end of the FC mode, the photo-driven electrolysis mode is auto-

matically activated by switching on the HFSS’s lamps and through solenoid valves,

which stop the air/hydrogen flow and start the water flow.

The photo-driven electrolysis mode was operated under irradiation concentrations

varying between 101 suns for the first cycle and 518 suns for the last cycle. The

last two irradiation concentrations (C = 429 and 518) were more critical to operate,

as the temperature of the CPV and water stream increased over time under high heat

accumulation. The high heat accumulation can cause the quartz glass to break over

time. Therefore, the operating time was reduced by 5 min. Steady-state operation of

the HFSS was achieved 5 min after the lamps were switched on, which ensured 5 min

of operation in steady state for the last two irradiation concentrations. The temper-

ature of the water stream was measured at the inlet, at the outlet, and after cooling

the PV module of the CIPEC device. Hydrogen mass flow-rate fluctuations of less

than 1.5% at C = 518 around the averaged values with a standard deviation of

0.00032mg/s were observed and are due to the fluctuations in the HFSS lamps (flick-

ering of the arc), in agreement with reported observations by Tembhurne et al.6 The

transient temperature increase during the experiment did not affect the hydrogen

production rate, as the CIPEC device operates in the plateau region of the I-U

curves, i.e., at the best operating point. Indeed, the open-circuit voltage of the PA

decreases with temperature increase, and it conversely rises with an increase in
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concentration, as shown in Figures 3B and 4B, and it is important tomaintain efficient

cooling throughout the solar-driven electrolysis operation. The operating water flow

rate was 2 L/min; however, as excessive heat and local hotspots were observed (tem-

perature increase, color change in epoxy) at the surface of the CPVmodule when the

cooling flow rate was insufficient, the water flow rate was increased to 3 L/min forC =

429 and 3.5 L/min for C = 518. By increasing the water flow rate, the temperature

peak at the cathode back plate decreased from 36�C in the fourth cycle (C = 363)

to 35�C in the fifth cycle (C = 429) (Figures 3C and 4C), indicating that the overall de-

vice is more efficiently cooled down despite higher heat generation. The mean

hydrogen flow rates were calculated by averaging the steady-state operation perfor-

mance for each irradiation concentration starting 5 min after switching the lamps on.

In FC-mode operation, steady-state operation at each load was ensured before

switching to a higher load, which was achieved after �5 min. The load at 1 A was

Figure 3. Reversible operation of the CIPEC device (with reversible MEA) for six consecutive

cycles at different irradiation concentrations

Irradiation concentrations between 101 and 518 are shown. The photo-driven electrolysis mode

(light yellow areas) and the fuel cell (FC) mode (white shades) are shown for an EC cell with Pt/Ir-Pt

MEA (reversible MEA). (A) Hydrogen production rate in EC mode (green) and fuel cell power

density in FC mode (pink); (B) current density (gray for EC mode and blue for FC mode) and

operating voltage (yellow for EC mode and brown for FC mode); and (C) temperature profiles at the

outlet hydrogen side (T3 in blue), inside the water/air side electrode (T4 in black), and at the back

plate (T5 in red).
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prolonged to 15 min to ensure that operation at 1.25 A was stable and did not run

into hydrogen-starvation operation due to too-rapid load increase. The FC power

density was calculated by averaging the performance at steady state 5 min after

each load increase, i.e., for 5 min at 0.1 A, 10 min for 1 A, and 5 min for 1.25 A.

Similar and stable performances in operating current density, hydrogen flow rate,

and FC power output were observed for the six cycles with both Pt/Ir-Pt and Pt/Pt

MEAs (Figures 3A and 4A). As predicted (see Figure 2A), the operating voltage in

photo-driven electrolysis between devices with different MEAs differs by up to

260 mV at the highest irradiation concentration. This is attributed to higher activa-

tion overpotentials for the Pt/Pt MEA compared to the Pt/Ir-Pt MEA. At the largest

irradiation concentration, i.e., C = 518, an average current density of 292 mA/cm2,

a stable operating voltage of 1.72 V (1.98 V for the Pt/Pt MEA), and a hydrogen

flow rate of 0.08 mg/s were achieved, which were consistently stable in all photo-

driven electrolysis and FC experiments. The results showed that, with increasing

irradiation concentration, the photo-driven electrolysis current density increases

Figure 4. Reversible operation of the CIPEC device (with fuel cell MEA) for six consecutive cycles

at different irradiation concentrations

Irradiation concentrations between 101 and 518 are shown. The photo-driven electrolysis mode

(light yellow areas) and the fuel cell (FC) mode (white shades) are shown for an EC cell with Pt/Pt

MEA (FC MEA). (A) Hydrogen production rate in EC mode (green) and fuel cell power density in FC

mode (pink); (B) current density (gray for EC mode and blue for FC mode) and operating voltage

(yellow for EC mode and brown for FC mode); and (C) temperature profiles at the outlet hydrogen

side (T3 in blue), inside the water/air side electrode (T4 in black), and at the back plate (T5 in red).
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linearly with the number of suns, resulting in a hydrogen production rate�518 times

higher at 518 suns compared to 1 sun irradiation.

During photo-driven electrolysis mode, an STH efficiency of �18.1% was calculated

for all six irradiation concentrations. Hydrogen production rates were directly pro-

portional to the irradiation concentration and were 0.081 mg/s at C = 518. At

C = 518, the device output power based on the produced hydrogen was 9.7 W.

The required pumping power for a water flow rate of 0.25–3.5 L/min was

�1%–�15% of this output power. During FC mode, the voltage efficiency

(= Vmeasured;FC

1:48V ; where 1.48 V is the thermoneutral voltage30 for the FCmode) was calcu-

lated at different loads, with a maximum voltage efficiency of 62.5% (Vmeasured;FC =

0.925 V) at 0.1 A, 52.0% (0.770 V) at 1 A, and 48.2% at 1.25 A (0.714 V). The efficiency

at constant current operation is directly related to the power. The FC power density

output increased from �3.7 to �35.7 mW/cm2, with an intermediate power density

of �30.8 mW/cm2 when increasing the load from 0.1 to 1 A and from 1 to 1.25 A. At

1.25 A, with a hydrogen flow rate of 0.85 L/min, the hydrogen fuel utilization rate was

only 1%. The initial effect of the step load increase (e.g., from 0.1 to 1 A) is a reduc-

tion in power production, followed by a subsequent rise. This pattern arises from the

fact that a sudden increase in the load causes a rapid consumption of reactants,

creating a localized mass-transport limitation of the reactants. However, as diffusion

from the channel to the CL restores the CL with reactant, this limitation is gradually

alleviated, leading to the stabilization of the power output. While more challenging

to achieve due to mass-transport limitations, increasing the load in FC mode results

in increased power density output. The voltage efficiency decrease is attributed to

current-dependent overpotentials, initial activation and ohmic losses, and, at higher

currents, mass-transport losses (Figures 2B and S16). We observed a slight increase

in the FC performance between the first and the last cycle, hypothesized to be the

result of the thermal inertia that leads to increased temperatures (Figures 3C and

4C) and therefore also improved kinetics during the FC operation.

In the initial cycle at an illumination intensity ofC = 101 suns, 10.8 mg of H2 was accu-

mulated in the final 10 min of steady-state operation with the HFSS. Subsequently,

the FC mode operated with current values of 0.1 A for 10 min, 1 A for 15 min, and

1.25 A for 10 min, necessitating a stoichiometric hydrogen quantity of 17.27 mg. If

our reversible system were to be operated in a closed system (i.e., with no other

hydrogen, oxygen, or water source), the mismatch between the amounts of gener-

ated hydrogen and required hydrogen could be addressed by increasing either

the irradiation concentration or the duration of the photo-driven electrolysis

mode. At C = 263 suns, 26.4 mg of H2 was accumulated in the last 10 min of the

steady-state operation, exceeding the stoichiometric requirement for the FC

mode. At C = 518 suns, 24.3 mg of H2 was accumulated over just 5 min.

To demonstrate the reproducible performance of the CIPEC device in reversible

operation, three identical continuous cycles were conducted with the Pt/Pt MEA.

The integrated photo-driven electrolysis mode (10 min) was operated at 179 suns,

and the FC mode was operated by loading from 0.1 A (10 min) to 1 A (10 min) (Fig-

ure S3). In photo-driven electrolysis mode, a current density of 108 mA/cm2 was

achieved for all three cycles, with a hydrogen production rate of 0.03 mg/s and a

voltage of 1.77 V (Figure S4) in the steady-state regime. In FCmode, a power density

of �3.7 mW/cm2 (0.1 A) and �30 mW/cm2 (1 A) was measured in the steady-state

regime. The reproducible performance shows negligible CIPEC device degradation

over the three different cycles.
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Overall, we have shown that the photo-driven electrolysis-mode operation is com-

parable to the state-of-the-art CIPEC device in terms of STH efficiency (18.1% vs.

17% in Tembhurne et al.6) and maximum achievable irradiation concentration (518

suns vs. 474 suns in Tembhurne et al.6). The maximum achieved electrocurrent

density was 292 mA/cmEC
2 (vs. 880 mA/cmEC

2 in Tembhurne et al.6), as the PA

area had been reduced by 4 in the framework of developing a new-generation

CIPEC device (reduced gas leakage, faster device assembly). Here, we showed

that the CIPEC device can operate in continuous automated reversible cycles.

The reversible operation is reproducible and stable in photo-driven electrolysis

and FC modes. We demonstrated that the reversible CIPEC device can perform

with other membrane-separated electrocatalysts (Pt/Pt MEA) with performance

similar to that of the state-of-the-art Pt/Ir-Pt MEA utilized in URFC devices. We

operated at up to 518 suns in photoelectrolysis mode with a photocurrent density

of up to 292 mA/cm2 and in reverse with an FC power output of up to 35.7 mW/

cm2. The standard round-trip efficiency (RTE) is usually evaluated at 1 A/cm2, which

corresponds to a practical current density required for industrial applications. We

achieved a current density of only 0.14 A/cm2 in FC mode (see Figure 2B, with the

Pt/Pt MEA at ambient temperature), with an RTE of 19.2%. The RTE at the stable

current density measured during the reversible CIPEC operation (0.05 A/cm2, i.e.,

1.25 A/25 cm2) corresponds to an RTE of 42.2% and 41.8% for the Pt/Pt and Pt/Ir-

Pt MEA, respectively. Despite achieving a higher STH efficiency compared to pre-

viously reported values in P-EC water splitting,4 the diminished RTE points to sub-

optimal operational and design parameters of the reversible CIPEC cell when used

in FC mode. Contributing to this inefficiency are factors such as the large depth

(2 mm) and width (2.5 mm) of the channels on the cathode side (in FC mode),

the low porosity (LP) of the Ti frit (0.22), and the accumulation of water during

FC-mode operation. These factors collectively pose potential obstacles to attain-

ing enhanced power densities. While addressing the first concern would entail

creating a new cell design, the latter issues could be addressed within the existing

device configuration.

Water management is of paramount importance to enhance gas mass transport in

the GDL and increase the device’s current density. Further efforts targeting the opti-

mization of the CIPEC device design (such as the porosity and permeability of the

GDL,31 hydrophobic PTFE coating,32 and use of a MPL33) to create an efficient

(i.e., with higher RTE) CIPEC reversible design suitable for long-term stand-alone en-

ergy-storage applications are required and discussed in the next section.

Dark reversible CIPEC device with improved water management

To improve mass transport and power density in reversible CIPEC FC-mode opera-

tion at ambient conditions (1 atm and 20�C–25�C), tests were performed with two

different GDLs (Freudenberg and Toray) on the hydrogen side and different Ti-fi-

ber-felt (Ti-felt) porosities on the air/water side by using the same CIPEC device.

As the Pt/Ir-Pt MEA is state of the art for URFCs, it was utilized to test the different

GDL combinations. The experiments were conducted in dark conditions (i.e., exter-

nally biased by the potentiostat for the electrolysis mode) to omit damaging the CPV

during the extensive and repeated assembly-disassembly of the cell (see Table S4).

To test the influence of gas relative humidity on the CIPEC device performance, wa-

ter bath humidifiers were utilized on the inlets. The following relative humidities were

tested on the air and hydrogen, respectively, 60%-0%, 60%-95%, and 80%-95%

under over-stoichiometric flow rates of, respectively, 3 and 1 NL/min. Using over-

stoichiometric flow rates prevents gas starvation conditions within the CL, which

otherwise lead to carbon corrosion and irreversible damage (see Figure S18). The
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modified experimental setup is shown in Figure S20. In dark electrolysis mode, vary-

ing the flow rate from 0.25 to 2 L/min does not influence the EC I-U curve (Figure S6).

Therefore, a constant water flow rate of 0.7 L/min was pumped from a water bath

maintained at 20�C.

Figure 5 shows the I-U curves and RTE in electrolysis and FCmodes for the initial GDL

combination utilized for the reversible CIPEC demonstration (Toray on the hydrogen

side and Ti frit on the air/water side) compared to the optimal identified GDL com-

bination (Toray on the hydrogen side and Ti felt on the air/water side) tested in dark

URFC mode (where the FC humidity conditions of the HFSS campaign were approx-

imated by letting the humidity in the air side drop from 90% to 10% and to 0% in the

hydrogen side). In addition, in the electrolysis mode, the device resistance with the

Toray/Ti-felt combination was decreased by 0.41 Ucm2. This is due to fewer periph-

eral electrical connections and higher tightening torque (22–24 Nm) of the dark

reversible CIPEC device. A higher torque was achievable due to the absence of

damaging risks on the CPV.

Replacing the Ti-frit GDL (porosity 0.22, see Table S4) with a thinner and more porous

Ti-felt GDL (Ti-felt high porosity [HP], porosity 0.74) enhances the FC-mode operation.

The maximum achieved current density was 0.33 A/cm2 before the potential dropped

significantly due to mass-transport limitations (likely because the GDL is flooded with

produced water). This is a 300% increase in the maximum obtainable current density

compared to the initial GDL combination (Toray/Ti frit). The peak power density

improved from 43.8 to 121.8 mA/cm2, i.e., by a factor of 2.78. Increasing the porosity

makes the GDLmore permeable and enhances the evacuation of the produced water.

Therefore, the mass transport from the catalyst is improved. Decreasing the thickness

of the GDL also decreases the necessary travel path of water/air to and from the CL to

the flow channels. In addition, the possibility of pore blocking by liquid water droplets

is reduced, limiting water flooding. The RTE at 0.05 A/cm2 increased from 41.8% to

48% when moving from the Ti frit to the Ti felt. A 1 A/cm2 current density with an

RTE of 60% is suggested to be industrially relevant for a URFC and state of the art

in that field.9 We assume a similar target would be relevant for our reversible CIPEC

Figure 5. Performance of reversible CIPEC with two different GDLs

I-U characteristics (left) and RTE (right, solid line with dots) in electrolysis (solid) and FC (dotted)

modes for the Pt/Ir-Pt MEA with initial GDL combination (Toray on hydrogen side and Ti frit on air/

water side, red lines) compared to the optimal GDL combination (Toray on hydrogen side and Ti-

felt HP on air/water side, black lines).
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device. System-level studies imply that even with RTEs of 30%, discrete EC/FC sys-

tems can be competitive with battery-based storage systems.34

To further mitigate water flooding, the GDL was coated with PTFE (a hydrophobic

material).35 While the water droplet contact angle was clearly increased (see Note

S5 and Figures S23 and S24), the FC-mode operation with 5% PTFE coating was

not improved compared to an uncoated GDL. It seems that, while PTFE enhances

water removal, it also increases ohmic resistance. The improvement in the mass

transfer is therefore counteracted by the increase in the device’s electrical resis-

tance, as shown in the electrolysis I-U curves for 0% PTFE and 5% PTFE (see Fig-

ure S25). Further investigations are required to validate this hypothesis.

The influence of humidifying the feeding gases was investigated for enhancing the

electrical conductivity of themembrane. Figure S21 shows that, at lower current den-

sity operation, the FC power output is increased when humidifying the gases

compared to a dry gas feed. The humidified gases mitigate the water flux from

the membrane to the gas channels and consequently contribute to keeping an elec-

tronically conductive membrane. At higher current density, the water content in the

humidified gas field increases as more water is produced. This leads to water satu-

ration pressure and condensation, which eventually leads to flooding and voltage

drop if this excess is not removed. At the same operating-current density, the dry-

gas-fed systemmitigates the water content in the GDL and mass transfer overpoten-

tials, eventually producing higher power than the humidified-gas-fed operation.

Therefore, humidifying the gas feed enhances the FC power output at low current

density operation, while a dry gas feed increases the FC power output at higher cur-

rent density.

The Toray/Ti-felt HP 5% PTFE was tested in URFC operation to characterize the oper-

ating current density and time under which the device is stable (Figure S22). As the

maximum achievable current density is three times higher compared to the initial

GDL combination tested in sun conditions (i.e., Toray/Ti frit, Figure 3), the FC power

output was increased by three times (�91 mW/cm2). At this current density, dry gas

feed was utilized to prevent risks of GDL flooding. The FC power output was stable

and maintained for 30 min over four consecutive cycles. EC parallel channels were

designed for electrolysis-mode operation but performed poorly in FC mode.

Smaller channels, smaller channel-to-rib ratio, and replacing parallel channels with

more suitable serpentine ones are required to increase the pressure gradient over

the gas-flow channel path.21 This pressure drop enhances gas diffusion under the

rib between two channels in the serpentine channels. The MEA area under the rib,

therefore, contributes to producing power, limited in parallel flow channels. In addi-

tion, pressure drop enhances the fluid velocity and therefore accelerates droplet and

humidity removal. This is advantageous in FC-mode operation but more detrimental

in electrolysis operation. Indeed, more pumping power (see Note S6) is required for

liquid water. A trade-off between the electrolysis and the FC modes is therefore

required. Finally, increasing the temperature from ambient to 70�C–80�C is para-

mount to enhance catalyst activity and membrane conductivity. This is an advantage

of reversible CIPEC devices, where solar power can be further used for maintaining

the temperature in both electrolysis and FCmodes by, e.g., heating specific compo-

nent parts and/or reactants (gas or liquid) over their path inside the device.

This experimental campaign demonstrated the reversible operation of a CIPEC de-

vice. The CIPEC device operation in both forward mode (photo-driven electrolysis

mode) and reverse mode (FC mode) under highly concentrated solar irradiation
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(up to 518 suns) for two different MEAs (Pt/Ir-Pt MEA and Pt/Pt MEA) was experimen-

tally shown. At 518 suns, a current density of 292 mA/cm2 and an STH efficiency of

18.11%was recorded in the photo-driven electrolysis mode, while a stable FC power

output of 35.7 mW/cm2 under a 1.25 A load was maintained in the FC mode. The Pt/

Pt and Pt/Ir-Pt MEAs showed similar performances in terms of current density, power

density, hydrogen production rate, and operating voltage in both modes, as signif-

icant advantages are observable only at higher current density operation. Therefore,

either MEA can be used in the CIPEC device design in small-scale applications.

While working on this demonstration, we encountered a variety of challenges, two of

which are of general relevance: (1) complex fabrication of the device and (2) the need

for optimized GDLs in terms of porosity, permeability, and PTFE coating so as not to

be limited by mass transport in FC-mode operation and to achieve higher power

densities. This first proof of concept, while not yet with record-breaking perfor-

mance, shows that the CIPEC technology is extendable to the reversible-mode oper-

ation (making the CIPEC technology more versatile) and puts (reversible) CIPEC de-

vices as an additional and alternative technology to the palette of solutions relevant

for stand-alone renewable (solar) energy production units. Future efforts can target

optimizing the CIPEC device design (GDL, EC anode channels) to create an efficient

(i.e., with high RTEs) CIPEC reversible design achieving practical current density

operation required for its industrial implementation. The FC-mode operation can

be enhanced while minimizing the impact on the performance of the photo-driven

electrolysis mode in reversible CIPEC operation. To assess the feasibility of compro-

mising the performance of the photo-driven electrolysis without sacrificing effi-

ciency, the MEA was changed. The substitution involved replacing the Pt/Pt-IrOx

MEA (referred to as reversible MEA) with a Pt/Pt MEA (referred to as FC MEA),

tailored for FCmode but less effective in electrolysis mode due to the increased acti-

vation overpotential in OER. Despite the shift in the EC I-U curve to the right caused

by higher activation overpotential compared to the reversible MEA, the EC and PV

I-U curves intersect at the plateau of the PV curve for irradiation concentrations up to

518 suns. Hence, the logical focus should be directed toward refining the FC-mode

operation to enhance the overall performance of the reversible CIPEC cell without

compromising its efficiency in photo-driven electrolysis under concentrated irradia-

tion. We recommend the following actions to improve the CIPEC reversible opera-

tion: (1) smaller channel width, channel width-to-rib ratio, and channel height to in-

crease gas pressure drop and gas diffusion under the rib connecting two channels to

remove liquid water; a trade-off with increased pumping power in electrolysis mode

should be investigated; (2) replacing FC cathode parallel channels with serpentine or

interdigitated design, for which, however, the pressure drop is enhanced; and (3) im-

plementing a recirculating water-heating loop to maintain the EC/FC part of the

CIPEC device at 80�C, which will therefore enhance catalyst kinetics and electrical

conductivity in both electrolysis and FC modes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Requests for further information, resources, or materials should be directed to and

will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Professor Sophia Haussener (sophia.

haussener@epfl.ch).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.
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Data and code availability

The data generated in this study are included in the article and supplemental infor-

mation. The data in themain article are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.

10930988 and the data in the supplemental information will be made available from

the lead contact upon reasonable request.

Experimental setup

The flow diagram of the experimental setup of the reversible CIPEC device oper-

ating under concentrated light is shown in Figure 6. The reversible operation was

performed in constant-gas configuration (see Note S1 and Figure S26). This config-

uration allows for more practical automatization of the device, where only one con-

trol valve is required to switch between electrolysis and FC modes and where water

or oxygen is supplied to the same electrode (i.e., EC anode and FC cathode). Conse-

quently, the idle time between mode switches is reduced and quick start-up be-

tween power and fuel production is enabled.

In photo-driven electrolysis mode, the CIPEC device was mounted in EPFL’s HFSS36

with incoming solar irradiation characterized during the HFSS calibration (see Note

S3 and Table S2). Deionized water (ionic conductivity <0.5 mS/cm), used to avoid any

ion contamination, first flowed on top of the integrated CPV module, which is the PA

in the current design, absorbing the infrared part of the incoming solar irradiation

and convectively cooling the PA, and was subsequently fed (pre-heated) to the EC

anode. Water and produced oxygen, collected at the anode outlet, were then recir-

culated with a peristaltic pump to the temperature-controlled water bath where

the oxygen was released to the atmosphere. On the cathode side, during the

Figure 6. Experimental setup of the reversible CIPEC device operation in the HFSS

The purple, orange, and green arrows correspond to the air, water, and hydrogen streams.
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photon-driven electrolysis mode (i.e., when the HFSS lamps were switched on),

hydrogen was produced from the reduction of protons and subsequently diffused

toward the outlet. The MFC2 mass-flow controller was closed, preventing hydrogen

from flowing toward the inlet. A check valve (V7) prevented backflow and ensured

that the mass flow meter (MFM) recorded solely the produced humid (relative hu-

midity [RH] 100%) hydrogen mass flow rate. At the end of the HFSS operation

(i.e., at the end of the photon-driven electrolysis-mode operation), the peristaltic

pumpwas stopped, and solenoid valves V1 and V2 were switched on and off, respec-

tively. After an idle time of 5 min, allowing the switch from the photo-driven electrol-

ysis to the FCmode and removal of the remaining liquid water in the channel through

water vapor dark electrolysis (see Note S2), constant air and hydrogen flow rates set

on the mass flow controllers (MFC1 and MFC2) were supplied to the cathode and

anode, respectively. The hydrogen produced during the photo-driven electrolysis

was vented, and a hydrogen generator was employed instead of a hydrogen storage

bottle to enhance safety in the HFSS. V3 was switched on to release oxygen-

depleted air into the atmosphere. Constant currents were drawn from the potentio-

stat, the voltage was subsequently measured, and the power output was derived.

Further explanations of instruments andmaterials are given in the following sections.

Humidity was not controlled during the experimental campaign in the HFSS and was

likely on average 60%-0% in the air and hydrogen side (in FC mode). For the dark

experiments, humidifiers were added to the setup (Figure S20), and conditions com-

parable to the HFSS setup conditions were approximated by letting the humidity in

the air side drop from 90% to 10% during the experiment.

CPV module fabrication

Themulti-step fabrication process of the CPVmodule is illustrated in Figure S2 and fol-

lows previously reported procedures.37 A 290 3 390 mm2 copper plate with a 10 3

10.5 mm2 stage at the center was utilized as the substrate to hold the CPV cell. Prior

to module preparation, the copper plate underwent a thorough cleaning regimen.

The copper plate was initially immersed in a 1% H2SO4 solution for 30 min to eliminate

the oxide layer. Subsequently, the platewas cleanedusing acetone and subjected to an

ultrasonicbathwith isopropanol (IPA). TheCPVcell employed in this fabricationprocess

had a photoactive area of 1 cm2 and comprised triple-junction GaInP/GaInAs/Ge solar

cells fromAzur Space (3C44 type versionMC/glass). The soldering of the CPV cell onto

the copper stage was carried out under N2-saturated conditions at 240�C for 1 min. To

ensure electrical insulation and connection of the gold-coated aluminum foil to the

negative sides of theCPV cell, a PTFE framewas affixed using a high-thermal-resistance

epoxy (Loctite EA 9497). The curing process for the epoxy was performed at 80�C for

90min in an open-air oven. A gold-coated 0.25-mm-thick aluminum foil (13 3 cm2 rect-

angle shape)wasglued to thePTFE frame for electrical connection to the cathodeplate.

TheCPVcell and thegold-coatedaluminum foilswere connectedusing25mmgoldwire

bonding.A total of 100wireswereutilized forwirebonding, connectingeach sideof the

1 mm gold strip of the CPV solar cell. To protect the wire bonds, a black protective

epoxy (EPO-TEK H740E-2) was applied in two steps, followed by curing at 80�C for

90 min in the oven. The CPV module was mechanically and electrically connected

to the anode plate using stainless steel screws. Similarly, the electrical contact between

the cathodeplate and the negative sideof theCPVmodulewasestablished through the

aluminum foil and wire bonding, which was later attached to the Ti plate as a current

collector.

Design and fabrication of the CIPEC device

The custom-made CIPEC device was made using different metal plates and gaskets

stacked together, as illustrated in Figure S1. The CIPEC device consists of a directly
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integrated CPV module and a zero-gap EC cell. The anode plate was made of Ti

(grade 2), while the cathode plate was made of standard stainless steel. To facilitate

efficient transportation of charge from the back side of the CPVmodule to the anode

plate, the CPV module was mounted at the center of the anode plate and fabricated

using copper material, known for its high electrical conductivity. Similarly, aluminum

foils were employed to transport photo-generated electrons from the front side of

the CPV module to the cathode plate. To ensure proper electrical isolation between

the PV anode and the cathode plates, an ethylene propylene diene monomer

(EPDM) gasket was placed on top of the anode plate. Furthermore, an additional

EPDM gasket was incorporated into the stack to create a well-defined water-flow

channel above the CPV module. This channel allowed for convective cooling of

the CPV module, simultaneously increasing the water temperature. The water chan-

nel was directly connected to the anodic channels, enabling the pre-heated water to

flow into the EC cell. The device was assembled with a Ti plate used as the back plate

and a stainless-steel plate used as the front plate. The front plate featured a 2-mm-

thick quartz glass window, securely attached with high-thermal-resistance epoxy.

The window was designed at a 45� angle to enable concentrated light from the

HFSS to reach the CPV module effectively. The device was screwed with stainless

steel screws with a symmetric distribution of 10 N$m torque isolated with a cable

shrink.

Materials

A commercially available reversible FC membrane (Fuel Cell Store) and hydrogen-

oxygen FC membrane (Fuel Cell Store) were used for all the integrated and

dark tests. The reversible FC membrane was 125 mm thick (Nafion 115) with an

anode (in the electrolysis mode, cathode in the FC mode) catalyst coating

of 1.5 mg/cm2 of Ir-ruthenium oxide and Pt black each and a cathode (in the elec-

trolysis mode, anode in the FC mode) catalyst of 3.0 mg/cm2 Pt black. The

hydrogen-oxygen FC membrane was 125 mm thick (Nafion 115) with an anode (in

the electrolysis mode, cathode in the FC mode) catalyst coating of 4.0 mg/cm2

of Pt black and a cathode (in the electrolysis mode, anode in the FC mode) catalyst

of 4.0 mg/cm2 of Pt black. A 1-mm-thick and porous (LP: 0.217) Ti frit was used as

a GDL on the anode (in the electrolysis mode and cathode in the FC mode)

side and porous (HP: 0.78) Toray paper 5% wt (Fuel Cell Store) on the cathode

(in the electrolysis mode, anode in the FC mode) side. The porosity of the

porous Ti frit and Toray paper was calculated by determining the mass and

volume of the material and incorporating the bulk density and weight. In FC

mode, high-purity air (ALPHAGAZ; synth air R 99.999% vol abs) was used at

the cathode, whereas in the anode, hydrogen was supplied from a hydrogen

generator (LNI SWISSGAS; hydrogen purity R 99.9999%). K- and T-type thermo-

couples were utilized to measure the temperatures at five locations: T1 (at the

water/air side inlet), T2 (at the hydrogen side inlet), T3 (at the hydrogen side

outlet), T4 (inserted inside the water/air side electrode), and T5 (inserted at the

back plate).

CPV characterization

The I-U characteristics of the CPV module were measured under the irradiation of an

AM 1.5G solar simulator (OAI’s TRI-SOL solar simulator 1–1.6 kW) with an intensity of

1 sun (1,000Wm�2). Themeasurements were recorded using a Biologic VSP-300 po-

tentiostat controlled by the EC-lab software. At higher concentrations, the I-U char-

acteristics of the CPV module were measured with the assembled cell in the HFSS.

The measurements were recorded using a Biologic HCP803 potentiostat with a

(up to 80 A) booster.
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Dark electrochemical characterization

All the dark electrochemical measurements were performed using the Biologic

HCP803 potentiostat with a (up to 80 A) booster and controlled by the EC-lab soft-

ware. All the dark experiments were conducted in a two-electrode setup.

Automatization of reversible operation

The solenoid valves were controlled remotely, as the HFSS room was not accessible

during the lamps’ operation, by an Arduino Uno (rev. 3) microcontroller coupled to a

relay module.

HFSS and radiative heat-flux map calibration

The 45 kWel EPFL HFSS is a testing facility that delivers reproducible concentrated

artificial light in a controlled laboratory environment. The HFSS comprises 18 3

2.5 kWel identical short-arc xenon lamps coupled to a truncated ellipsoidal specular

reflector arranged in two concentric circles.38 The reflectors concentrate the light on

the HFSS focal plane, where a maximum of 1–1.5 MW/m2 peak flux per lamp is

achievable. Lower radiative fluxes are obtained by out-of-focus positioning and by

decreasing the power (i.e., by reducing the current) supplied to the lamps. The radi-

ative fluxes were measured using a standardized procedure described by Levêque

et al.36 In this approach, a Lambertian target was observed by a CCD (charged-

coupled device) camera (Basler scA 1400-17 gm, 1.5 MP, resolution 1,393 3

1,040, 12 bit pixel depth) equipped with a neutral density filter (Midwest ND400-

55). The CCD camera was aligned in the HFSS axis and monitored gray-scale values

of diffusely reflected radiative heat flux from the Lambertian target. We recorded

gray-scale maps with the CCD camera by using 11 lamps on the outer ring with iden-

tical currents ranging from 80 to 100 A and for off-focal plane positions located 50 to

110 mm behind the focal plane. The gray-scale values were then calibrated with a

heat-flux gauge (colloidal graphite coated, active area 1.82 mm2, range 0–10

MW/m2), which allowed the conversion of the gray-scale maps into calibrated radi-

ative-heat-flux contour plots (Figure S8). The flux inhomogeneity (i.e., the difference

between the maximum and the minimum flux normalized by the mean flux) and the

averaged heat flux on a 1 cm2 area (corresponding to the CPV module area) were

quantified to identify the location with the least inhomogeneity for each radiative

heat flux map. We identified six couples of HFSS current and CIPEC positions with

inhomogeneities and irradiation concentrations between 15% and 41% and 101

and 518 kW/m2, respectively.

Performance metrics

� Fill factor of the PV component: FF =
VmppImpp

Voc Isc
, where Impp is the current at

maximum powerpoint, Vmpp is the voltage at maximum power point, Isc is the

short-circuit current, and Voc is the open-circuit voltage of the PV.

� Inhomogeneity of the irradiation flux: ih = Cmax �Cmin
Cmean , where Cmax is the

maximum concentration in the area of interest, Cmin is the minimum concentra-

tion in the area of interest, andCmean is the average concentration in the area of

interest.

� Electrochemical (or EC operating) current density: Jec = IEC
AEC

, where IEC is the

operating current (in A) of the electrochemical component, and AEC is the elec-

trochemically active area (25 cm2).

� PV (or PV operating) current density: JPV = IPV
APV

, where IPV is the operating cur-

rent (in A) of the PV component, and APV is the active area of the PV component

(0.96 cm2).

� STH efficiency: hSTH =
Iop Eeq hF

Pin
, where Iop is the operating current (A), hF is the

faradaic efficiency, Eeq (=1.229 V) is the equilibrium potential at standard

ll
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conditions, and Pin is the input power (W) to the device, which is calculated by

the product of irradiation concentration (C); the incoming, non-concentrated

light intensity (1,000 W/m2); and the active area of the PV component

(0.96 cm2).

� RTE for stoichiometric operation: RTE =
Vmeasured;FC

Vmeasured;EC
at each current density.

� Voltage efficiency of FC: Vmeasure;FC

1:48V .

� Stoichiometric molar hydrogen flow rate: _NH2

�
mol
s

�
= I ½A�

2F

�
s
A

mo

�.

� Stoichiometric volumetric hydrogen flow rate: _VH2

�
l

min

�
= 22:4

�
l

mol

�
_NH2.

� Pumping power to supply liquid water: W = rgDhQ
h

, where Q is the water volu-

metric flow rate, Dh is the head of the pump (�2 m) for the whole system (pipes,

valves, etc.), and h is the efficiency of the pump (�0.75).

� Photo-driven electrolysis power output: WH2 = _mH2LHV , where LHV = 33:33

kWh/kg and _mH2 is the converted hydrogen mass flow rate.
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